Worthing Cycle Forum Meeting Monday 13th October 2014 at Beechwood Hall Hotel (Aga Room) 7.30pm
Agenda
1) 3 min Formalities :i. Apologies for Absence –
ii. Minutes of previous meeting 18.9.14
2) 5 mins Any Urgent Matters Arising
3) 10 mins Future meetings – day (s), dates and venues
4) 5 mins Schools project feedback – GR
5) 20 mins WCF future direction, planning and priorities :i. setting the scene with an overview of current projects and infrastructure schemes :a. schemes from our wish list submitted to Worthing CLC for inclusion on its Community Issues List (CIL) from which
Infrastructure Plans (IP) are selected (3 per year) :









future

extension and widening of seafront shared use path from George V Avenue to Seas Lane Café (priority 1) NB. There
is now a Sustrans proposal to divert NCN2 at Sea Place via local roads to Sea Lane
Goring Crossways improvements (trans boundary scheme with Arun DC) links with cycle path on south side of
Littlehampton Road between Yeomans R’about and Northbrook College
new cycle & wheelchair friendly bridge over the railway at Elm Grove (Duncan Kay’s briefing paper is an attachment
with this agenda) NB long term ? The briefing notes (below) produced by Duncan Kay have yet to be considered by
WCF
new cycle route from South Farm Road railway crossing, Cross Street, Railway Approach then under the Broadwater
Bridge and along Station Road to connect with the underpass at Dagmar Street (priority 3) NB. A further extension
along Chesswood Road to Davison School (and East Worthing where there is an Adur DC proposal for a cycle path
from Pages Lane to Brooklands / Western Road)
allow cycling across Brooklands Park (to avoid Western Road junction; see below)
Shaftesbury Avenue south of railway – remodel sports centre junction to allow easy cycle access through West Park
Worthing Pier r’about – to widen eastbound exit

b. schemes from our wish list submitted to Worthing CLC that are listed as ‘trans boundary’




Complete NCN2 to Littlehampton which includes Goring Crossways improvements
A24 cycle path extension from Findon Valley (through the village) and eventually northwards to Washington Bostal
(priority 2)
junction improvements at Western Road traffic lights to be developed to current design standar

c. other possible projects :




presentations to secondary school pupils to promote safe & responsible cycling and the skills of awareness when
using our roads
advice – practical or written - to help cyclists to be more confident and assertive on our roads
seafront campaigning - bells campaign; purchase of gazebo
cycle mapping

Beer & Comfort Break 5 mins
5.ii) continued 45 mins Agreeing WCF priorities :a. those that are achievable in the short term
b. those infrastructure schemes that we should prioritise our lobbying of councillors on
c. those infrastructure schemes that we should not forget but only pursue if time and the availability of volunteers
willing to take the lead allow us to so do
d. other future projects
6) 10 mins AOB at the discretion of the Chair
7) DVNM – see Item 3 above

Item 5.i.a : A New Cycle Bridge across the Railway at West Worthing Allotments
Summary
The proposal is to replace the existing pedestrian footbridge across the railway at West Worthing allotments (between the northern end of Elm Grove Road and
the southern end of Princess Avenue). The replacement bridge should be designed with the needs of cyclists, wheelchair users and those with buggies or prams
(as well as pedestrians) in mind.
This would benefit the community, encourage walking and cycling and reduce congestion and pollution by providing a safe, convenient and attractive route to
cross between north and south Worthing.
What is the justification?
A new step less bridge which could be conveniently used by cyclists, wheelchair users and those with pushchairs or prams would be a really valuable asset for
the local community. Designing traffic free facilities which can be negotiated by cyclists without having to dismount is recognised as a key requirement in
encouraging journeys by bicycle. By providing a safe, convenient, low/no traffic route between key locations it could help encourage walking and cycling in
preference to car use, reducing congestion and pollution at existing road/rail crossings and at Goring road shops.
It would also be a great benefit to wheelchair users who currently have only two traffic-free options to cross the railway in Worthing, both on the eastern side (Ivy
Arch tunnel and Ladydell Road footbridge).
The new bridge would provide access southwards to Elm Grove school and Goring Road shops with further quiet residential roads leading down to the seafront.
To the north it would provide access through to Tarring Village, Salvington, Durrington and Findon Valley.
Existing situation
There are currently nine points at which the railway can be crossed in Worthing. Five of these are busy main road crossings with no provisions for cyclists at all.
Of the other four, two are stepped footbridges virtually impossible for wheelchair users to use and difficult and inconvenient for cyclists and those with a
pushchair or pram. One is a narrow tunnel (Ivy Arch) where cycling is banned and it is difficult for wheelchair users, prams, pushchairs and those wheeling a
bicycle to pass. One is Ladydell Road footbridge, which does not have steps and is therefore just about cyclable (and I assume useable in a wheelchair) but is
steep and narrow.
From west to east, the nine railway crossing points are:
1. Shaftesbury Avenue - a busy road bridge that is intimidating for cyclists
2. The existing footbridge at West Worthing allotments - virtually impossible for wheelchair users to use, and difficult for cyclists (who must dismount) and those
with pushchairs due to the steps.
3. West Worthing level crossing - a congested and intimidating junction for cyclists with two lanes of traffic heading south. The area also has high levels of air
pollution due to queuing traffic.
4. ‘Jacob’s ladder’ footbridge near the north end of Heene Road/Tarring Road junction - impossible for wheelchair users to use and steep and difficult to carry a
bicycle or pushchair over
5. South Farm Road level crossing - another busy and intimidating junction with two lanes of traffic going south.
6. Broadwater Road bridge (A24) - a very busy and intimidating main road with no provision for cyclists.
7. Ivy Arch Tunnel - where cyclists must dismount, yet it is too narrow for two cyclists wheeling their bikes to pass comfortably and it has barriers making it
difficult to negotiate for wheelchair users and those with pushchairs or prams.
8. Footbridge connecting the north and south sections of Ladydell Road - not stepped, but steep and narrow.
9. Ham Road bridge (B2223) - a busy and intimidating main road with no provision for cyclists.
Next steps
1. Initial site survey
An initial brief, low cost site survey should be carried out to confirm whether there is sufficient space available for a cycle bridge. This could include contacting
Southern Rail to identify whether the slopes of a bridge could run further alongside the tracks than the existing bridge to allow a more gentle gradient to be
achieved. There appears to be space to do this.
2. Consultation
The next step should probably be to consult the community to identify the potential level of demand and types of users for a bridge. Consultation should attempt
to identify the potential for a new bridge to generate modal shift. This can then be used to assess the benefit cost ratio taking into account congestion and
pollution reduction and health improvements due to reduced numbers of car journeys and increased walking/cycling. Potential safety benefits of reduced car
journeys and providing a traffic free crossing should also be taken into account. A cyclable bridge could also result in substantial journey time savings for many
journeys given congestion levels at West Worthing crossing. Time savings could prove to be a substantial incentive to switch to cycling.
3. Design of a new bridge
Assuming that the consultation results are positive, then it would be necessary to carry out site surveys and get architects to design a new bridge with a
requirement that it must be ‘cyclable’ as well as meet accessibility requirements for wheelchair users.
Duncan Kay 9.14

